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EXPLORING THE 

"NEW NORM"

As the end of the government’s furlough scheme slowly creeps up, a large

majority of UK workers are making the transition back to work. Many

understandably have concerns which have arisen on the back of the Covid-

19 pandemic, which include safety and new working patterns. 

We surveyed and explored the thoughts of hundreds of professionals in the

practice market to share insight around what businesses can do to ensure

they take the necessary precautions in introducing their teams back into the

office work space.

Overall sentiment about returning to

the workplace

Concerns about travel

Influencing factors

Changes to the workplace

How has this affected everyone

personally?

Flexible working

Importance of communication

Our advice to Employers

TAKE A LOOK AT:



OVERALL SENTIMENT 

ABOUT RETURNING 

TO THE WORKPLACE

The practice market is very split on their feelings about returning

to work in the office. Only 25% of our participants shared that

they were happy to go back to work. With some suggesting:
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Whilst others shared a more concerned opinion about returning:



A recurring theme in comments left in our survey were highlighting

concerns with safety and travel into work. Particularly those in London,

where over 60% shared concerns about the commute into work.

46% Finance professionals do not want to return to the office compared to

33% of Tax professionals, whilst 52% of 25-34 year olds do not want to

return to the office compared to 27% 35-44 year olds. 

It’s important for employers to recognise these factors to explore the new

ways of working and operating their businesses. Ignoring these could

cause a big separation when back in the office and a concerning drop in

employee morale

CONCERNS ABOUT TRAVEL
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There are many factors that can influence an employees decision to return

to work. We found that overall, 57% highlighted that the risk of Covid19 was

the main factor of concern, and recently reutilised time, now having to be

reassigned to commuting again(49%). 

Results showed that 63% of 24-35 year olds had more concern of the time

lost on the commute compared to 45% who had concerns about safe

transportation. Whilst 49% of 45-54 year olds had more concern about

working hours compared to just 21% of 34-45 year olds.

There was also a slight disparity in genders, with 19% of male respondents

having no concerns about returning to the workplace compared to just 8%

of female counterparts.

INFLUENCING FACTORS
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CHANGES TO THE

WORKPLACE

The practice market is very split on their feelings about returning to work in

the office. Only 25% of our participants shared that they were happy to go

back to work. With some suggesting:

Our research has shown us there was also a greater demand for Covid19 

testing provided for employees amongst tax respondents (40%) compared

to just 18% of finance professionals.

Many requested purely working from home and no set office hours whilst

some suggested they wanted things ‘to get back to normal as soon as

possible’ which may prove difficult following the requests and requirements

of the majority.



It’s not only physical safety that is a concern when returning to the

workplace. Our research highlights the impact of the UKs lockdown on

personal finances, job security, physical wellbeing, mental wellbeing,

relationships with those at work as well as those at home and mostly, use of

time. Organisations must look to acknowledge and address these concerns

Raised to ease the concerns of returning to work and support their teams.

The majority of our respondents claimed that they had felt no change

overall (64%) compared to the very low number who said it had a positive

effect (5%) on their day-to-day lives. But as we know, the pool of UK’s

employed professionals is very diverse, so we took a deeper dive into the

responses of our Practice professionals. 

Although the majority suggested that the above factors experienced little

change, we also found that those in the 45-54 year old banding (40%) felt

that Covid-19 had affected them negatively.

HOW HAS THIS AFFECTED

EVERYONE PERSONALLY?
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Interestingly, it’s shown that the

pandemic has affected the

physical wellbeing differently

across the professions, positively

for Tax Professionals (40%) yet

negatively for Finance Practice

Professionals (42%) and

illustrated a disparity between the

genders; negatively for females

(41%) whilst majority of male

respondents saw an equal split.



Exploring mental wellbeing, there is an

imbalance on how the pandemic has

affected our Practice respondents.

Although overall negatively (44%), 56%

of our 45-54 year old participants

mentioned that Covid19 has affected

them positively, compared to those

aged 25-44 (47%), who  mentioned it

has not.

Relationships with work have been a

key area to explore, with almost all of

the UK being moved into remote or

some form of flexible working, away

from the standard set hours in a shared

office. 25-34 year olds (43%) claimed

that the Pandemic has had a negative

effect on their relationships with work,

whilst 45-54 year olds  (63%) felt no

change.

This clearly illustrates the importance

of organisations needing to be flexible

with the way they communicate and

interact with different age groups.

HOW HAS THIS AFFECTED

EVERYONE PERSONALLY?
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The ONS estimates that 20 million people are working remotely. With over

70% of Practice professionals suggesting that they will request flexible

working and 60% wanting to continue remote working part-time as part of

their standard working patterns, employers are forced to restrategise their

new working norms and employee operations.

With work-life balance being on the agenda now more than ever,

organisations must rethink working hours so that their employees are not

driven to leave.

Some notable responses have suggested having ‘no set work hours’ at all,

whilst it may seem hugely disruptive for some operations, this may work for

some and could improve productivity as it will satisfy many of the concerns

raised in the above.

FLEXIBLE WORKING
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Whilst working from home, fully/part time or on furlough, overall sentiment

has been good with regards to communications within the organisation,

with 55% of our respondents claiming they feel they have been fully briefed

in their organisation’s return to work strategy. However our findings also

show a disparity between the satisfaction of communication in age groups.

WIth the majority (74%) of those over 55 feeling fully briefed on returning to

work, whilst only 38% of those in the 25-34 year old age band felt the same,

with 46% suggesting that communication could have been better.

It is essential that businesses communicate with their teams and understand

how their employees are feeling. Employers should then establish the

necessary  communication strategy that is parallelled with the mindsets of

employees, which emphasises with any concerns they have.

THE IMPORTANCE OF

COMMUNICATION
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Age



Keep your teams involved and updated at every stage, with regular

updates in- line with government advice.

Stay up-to-date with how your employees are feeling and explore each

of their personal situations. This will strengthen your return to work

strategy and ensure your teams are happy when they return.

Your employees' needs should be at the core of your planning. You

must consider all elements affecting an individual’s return to work,

health problems, childcare, carers etc.

With the main concern being health, safety and commute, you must be

open to flexible or remote working. Staggered working hours can help

staff to avoid public transport during rush hour.

Don’t forget those who are still working remotely. Ensuring their work

stations at home are good and they have everything they need to

continue working efficiently remotely.

Mental wellbeing should be at the top of your agenda, it’s a difficult and

challenging time for many, with adjustments to be made by all. Make

sure you check on your teams, everyone has dealt with this differently

and returning to work may be a very overwhelming factor for some.

More practice advice can be found here

ADVICE TO EMPLOYERS
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https://www.pro-recruitment.co.uk/blog/2020/06/managing-your-employees-return-to-work-post-covid-19-lockdown


OUR PRACTICE TEAM

For more information about the findings of this survey or advice around

returning to work in the office,  or to discuss any of your recruiting needs

please contact our team.

Kevin Racher

Associate Director

Tom Eagle

Associate Director

kevin.racher@pro-tax.co.uk

020 7269 6321

tom.eagle@pro-finance.co.uk

020 7269 6358

http://pro-recruitment.co.uk/consultants/kevin-racher
http://pro-recruitment.co.uk/consultants/tom-eagle
http://pro-recruitment.co.uk/consultants/kevin-racher
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